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Light work
Enhancing the safety and performance of transport lighting in the
Crossrail network

D

esigned Architectural Lighting
(DAL) is one of Britain’s leading
specialists in the design and
manufacture of luminaires. Founded
in 1983, they specialize in integrating
the requirements of architects,
designers and engineers with the best
in lamp technology and materials for
a wide portfolio of prestigious clients.
They were contracted to design and
manufacture specialist luminaires for
the cross-passage tunnel lighting in
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several of the newly built stations on
the Crossrail Elizabeth Line. Part of
London’s developing underground
transport network, the new line
offers safer, easier and faster journeys.
A major challenge they faced was
ensuring the safety of the significantly
heavy main cover on each lighting
fixture. With the covers weighing up
to 30kg, there was potential for them
to fall open during maintenance and
cause harm to staff and passengers,
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and damage to the surrounding area.
While DAL has extensive experience
in solving similar challenges for clients,
they were tasked with demonstrating
to Crossrail and Transport for London
that their solution was robust, viable
and cost-effective enough to meet the
project specifications
The Challenge
DAL was seeking a supplier that could
meet the design requirements of the
ENGINEERING
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luminaire system assembly. The project
presented a number of challenges,
even for a specialist with DAL’s level of
expertise. One of the most challenging
design hurdles that DAL faced was the
safety and positioning of the structural
frame containing the glass diffuser,
which also acts as the protective cover
to the luminaire. At 30kg/m, its weight
is significant, making the highest level
of safety a key design consideration.
During maintenance of the crosspassage
service booms, which also incorporate
the cable management system, speakers
and CCTV cameras, the luminaires
had to be easily accessible from below,
making it necessary to integrate a special
hinged mechanism. DAL needed to
design a fixture with uncomplicated
opening and closing operation, which
would ensure that the heavy glass
did not swing down uncontrollably
throughout maintenance or at any other
time. This in turn, would reduce the
potential for operator injury or damage
to the surrounding environment.
The luminaire system also needed
to be competitively priced and low
maintenance to keep both project and
running costs within budget.
Because each station is unique, with
its own cross-passage tunnel twists, turns
and lengths, various sizes and shapes
of luminaire had to be designed and
manufactured, with over 1,000 metres
required in total. The design team needed
to identify components which would
offer durability in long-term exposure
to the harsh environment associated
with transportation systems such as
condensation and fine particles. They
were also looking for mechanisms that
featured high-specification seals to protect
against the ingress of dirt and moisture.
The design had to be versatile
enough to work with new control
technologies and incorporate stateof-the-art LED light sources. Using
LEDs rather than traditional lights in the
luminaires would reduce the cost and
frequency of maintenance. However,
as this meant that the frames and glass
diffusers would not be opened as

Holistic approach
HORIBA MIRA’s expertise and resources are used by automotive
companies to benchmark the performance of hybrid and electric vehicles
Ben Gale
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frequently as for traditional lighting by
service and maintenance personnel,
it was also recognized as having
the potential to present some new
challenges. For instance, when the gas
struts that are commonly used for large
lighting fixture covers are not cycled
frequently, there is potential of seals
drying out. When the luminaires are
eventually opened, the gas struts may
leak and ultimately fail.
The Solution
DAL identified that engineered access
hardware supplier Southco would
be able to provide the best solution.
Southco is highly experienced at
providing and designing hardware for
lighting fixtures in all environments.
For DAL, they also offered the added
advantage of being a single provider
with the capacity and expertise to
provide multiple products which would
function effectively together to create
one cohesive solution. DAL identified
Southco as the only supplier able to
resolve all of the project’s design and
safety challenges and create a robust
and forward-thinking solution.
After providing sample components
for evaluation, Southco produced a
small batch run of selected products,
which were built into the DAL
luminaires manufactured for a fullscale,
cross-passage tunnel mock-up. The
design features and attention to
detail shown at this stage met the
rigorous specification specified by the

Crossrail architects and engineers.
With Southco’s technical support
and specialized knowledge, the final
components were selected according to
DAL’s design requirements.
The DAL design team worked closely
with Southco engineers to identify a
practical solution that addressed the
complex problem of making the light
fixtures safe, easy to access and durable.
Every DAL Crossrail luminaire now
incorporates a combination of Southco
components: the TL Draw Latch and
Keeper, TL Slide Latch, E6 Position
Control Hinge and DZUS® QuarterTurn Quick Access Fastener.

I

n its capacity as a leading provider
of vehicle engineering, consultancy
and testing, HORIBA MIRA has
worked in close collaboration with
OEMs and suppliers within the low
carbon mobility industry. HORIBA
MIRA’s Nuneaton-based Technology
Park hosts a comprehensive suite of
40 test facilities including 100km of
Proving Ground. The site enables
manufacturers to capture and analyse
data on the performance of new
vehicles and automotive technologies,
across a range of driving conditions.

1. TL Draw and Slide Latches –
preventing accidental opening under
vibration
Southco’s TL Over-Center Draw
Latch and Keeper and TL Slide Latch
play a central role in the safety of the
project. The design team selected
them for their ability to offer a high
level of vibration resistance and their
capacity to tolerate misalignment and
hold panels securely and consistently in
place, providing additional security. The
TL Latch series features simple hand
operation that allows easy removal for
access or maintenance, giving added
flexibility for this complex setting. The
lever-actuated, over-center action pulls
panels together and holds them secure,
making the lid more difficult to open
accidentally and providing a higher
level of safety. Additionally, the wire link
SEPTEMBER 2019
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Engineering Magazine: How does
HORIBA MIRA tend to work with a low
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ENG: How does the benchmarking of
electric and hybrid vehicles compare
to the process for conventional internal
combustion engine vehicles?
BG: Traditionally it used to be relatively
easy; you would buy or hire a vehicle,
apply instrumentation and test it on
the Proving Ground to generate data.
Once we had analysed and reported
the results back to the client, you
could return the vehicle. With electric
vehicles and hybrids there is a lot
more complexity in terms of the digital
systems and the interwoven control
systems. To take an EV and benchmark
it, you want to know exactly what is
going on inside the battery and that
means intrusively breaking into the
vehicles. Equally, by instrumenting items
like the high voltage cabling or the
coolant pipes for thermal benchmarking,
we end up damaging the components.
So, where traditionally you would
have tested a vehicle for a couple of
weeks and returned it, you’ve now
got to purchase a vehicle which we
often cannot sell back to a dealer. We
therefore have a larger upfront cost
but it does give us the opportunity to
offer additional packages of work such
as vehicle teardowns and detailed
system analysis, on top of the standard
benchmark report.

ENG: And you would tend to carry out
these tests on a production vehicle?
BG: Yes and there is a huge amount
of instrumentation – around 250
sensors – that need to be put on
a vehicle for a comprehensive
benchmark. Currently, there is a great
deal of interest in electric vehicles
as clients want to understand what
techniques automotive manufacturers
are using to achieve higher energy
efficiency. Historically, we would
be given vehicles to test, or would
buy them on the customers behalf
which consequently meant all of the
data would belong to that particular
customer. It is quite possible however,
that we would then be asked by
another customer to do the same
process on the same vehicle all
over again. To combat this, we
have created a Thermal Energy
Benchmarking solution where we
take the most sought-after vehicles,
perform the testing once, create a very
comprehensive analysis report
and offer this “off-the-shelf”
to the market at a
lower cost than we
could have offered
before.
Furthermore,
our customers can go
a step further and add on their own
instrumentation, and we’re able to do
additional tests for each customer to
align it with their processes. We can
also provide extra drive cycles in our
Climatic Wind Tunnel to ensure the data
is comparable to previous vehicles. As
the vehicle has already been purchased
and 95% of the instrumentation is

ENG: What is involved in thermal
management benchmarking?
BG: Benchmarking from a thermal
perspective is one of HORIBA MIRA’s
USPs. We look at the energy flow in
and out of the battery, the energy flow
for the air conditioning system and the
energy flow from the power electronics
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as they get hot. We consider how the
climatic controller keeps the passengers,
the battery and the power electronics
cool. We look at what the different
strategies are that manufacturers are
looking at in terms of the controls.
We ask, will the car provide the
same amount of air conditioning and
acceleration as you would always get?
Or does it turn off the air conditioning
for a few seconds while you put your
foot down and get full power?
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carbon mobility client?
Ben Gale: We work worldwide,
whether that be for a manufacturer
or a Tier One supplier and can
approach the relationship in many
ways depending on what our client
needs. We also have internally funded
programmes that are looking to push
ahead new technologies to generate
intellectual property that our clients can
utilise, consequently reducing the time
and risk of the overall programme.
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HORIBA MIRA’s expertise and
resources are used by automotive
companies to benchmark the
performance of hybrid and electric
vehicles. When it comes to battery
electric vehicles, energy efficiency has
emerged as one of the key challenges
that vehicle developers must address.
Range is, undoubtedly, one of the
most significant factors influencing the
success (or otherwise) of electric
vehicles in the marketplace
and, fundamentally, it relies
on the efficiency of the
vehicle. HORIBA
MIRA’s Energy
Efficiency Group
is working
with clients
to maximise
efficiency
by
addressing
how
electrical,
software,
and
thermal
systems
contribute
to the
wholevehicle
picture.
Ahead of
the Cenex
LCV event,
HORIBA MIRA’s
Global Solution
Leader for Energy
Efficiency, Ben Gale, explains how taking
a holistic approach to the efficiency of
an electric vehicle can, ultimately,
make the vehicle more attractive
to the customer. Moving away
from thinking purely about the
electrification of the powertrain to
consider the combined impact of a
vehicle’s systems will, Gale argues,
provide a clearer and more
compelling picture of a car’s energy
efficiency and its ‘clean’ credentials.
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